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ADELAIDE - ‘CITY OF HUMANISM’ - SEE PAGE TWO
SEE PAGE TWO FOR INFO ON THE ADELAIDE CONVENTION SATURDAY 14 APRIL 2018
SEE PAGE 6 FOR FULL DETAILS OF OUR ACTIVITIES FOR MARCH TO JUNE 2018
HUVAT SUNDAY 11 MARCH 2018 3.00 FOR 3.15 P.M. IS ANOTHER ‘ACTIVISM MEETING’
HUVAT SUNDAY 8 APRIL 2018 3.00 FOR 3.15 P.M. IS ‘HUMAN INGENUITY II’ - SPEAKER JOHN AUGUST
NSW HUMANISTS MEETUP ‘ETHICAL CULTURE IN HUMANISM’ 3-6PM SUNDAY 22 APRIL 2018
HuVAT SUNDAY 13 MAY 2018 3.00 for 3.15 P.M. IS ‘THE LEGACY OF MAY 1968’ - SPEAKER TBA
NSW HUMANISTS MEETUP 3-6PM SUNDAY 27 May 2018 - ‘1968 LEGACY - WHAT DO WE [REALLY] WANT’
SUNDAY JUNE 17 2018 1.00-5.00 PM - WORLD HUMANIST DAY WORKSHOP ON THE FUTURE OF HUMANISM

CONTACT PRESIDENT AT LOVEMUZ@GMAIL.COM IF YOU’D LIKE TO SPEAK ON THE WORKSHOP THEME
SEE PAGES 4-5 FOR PRESIDENTIAL REPORTS AND EDITORIAL COMMENTS
SEE PAGES 8-10 FOR A TASTE OF THE DARWIN DAY TALKS BY VICTOR BIEN, JOHN AUGUST AND ERIK ASLAKSEN
SEE PAGE 11 FOR A MID TWENTIETH CENTURY TALE OF CONVERSION TO HUMANISM IN A CHURCH SERVICE

Follow us on our website www.hsnsw.asn.au and Facebook
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Australian Humanist Convention
Adelaide April 2018
Equality is for Everyone
An Event on Human Rights and Equality
Friday 13 April 2pm – 5pm AGM Board Room, The Duke of Brunswick, 207 Gilbert Street, Adelaide
(À la carte lunch available from the menu)
Friday 13 April 5:30pm Friday night history tour - Z Ward, rear of 63 Conyngham Street, Glenside
Completed in 1885 to house the criminal and unmanageable inmates
of Parkside Lunatic Asylum, Z Ward is a stunning building
architecturally, with high ceilings, large windows and an intricate
ventilation system. The building is also home to a Ha Ha Wall - the
only complete Ha Ha Wall in Australia - deceptively designed to
appear unimposing while being virtually impossible to scale. Come
along and hear the stories of the people who used to be hidden away
inside the walls of such a beautiful building. Tickets: $33 or $33 + $12
chartered bus transfer if transport required

Saturday 14 April, 1pm – 5pm—Convention - Level 1, Flinders University Victoria Square, Adelaide
Speakers/Topics: Rodney Croome, Zero Project, Indigenous Forum, Mental Health, Discrimination
( Pricing Minimum $15 to attend and get access to afternoon tea. People with the means are encouraged to pay more to help
support people for whom $15 is still too expensive. Afternoon Tea provided)

Saturday 14 April 7pm – 11pm Dinner Adelaide Room, The Duke of Brunswick, 207 Gilbert Street
Choice of main (when purchasing ticket):
200 gm scotch fillet steak cooked medium served with seasoned chips,
garden salad and gravy (GF,DF)
Chicken breast stuffed with semi dried tomato and butternut
pumpkin, served on steamed greens with a basil pesto (GF,DF)
Pan fried Atlantic salmon served on a strawberry, avocado, and cherry
tomato salad, topped with a balsamic glaze and fresh lemon. (GF,DF)
Spaghetti vegetarian pasta, tossed through wilted baby spinach, fresh
cherry tomatoes, Portobello mushrooms, and pan fried capsicum.
With a preserved lemon garlic infused olive oil. Garnished with fresh
herbs. (GF,DF,V)
Dessert - seasonal fruits paired with fine South Australian cheese

After dinner entertainment
Captain Hellfire & the Wretched Brethren
Pricing—Minimum $35 to attend. People with means encouraged to pay more to support people for whom $35 is too expensive

PROGRAMME SUBJECT TO CHANGES AND ADDITIONS OVER COMING WEEKS BUT SUFFICIENT
INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FOR NSW MEMBERS TO SEE THIS IS AN EXCELLENT VALUE EVENT
AND A CHANCE TO SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING IN ADELAIDE AND SOUTH AUSTRALIA
MAKE YOUR DECISIONS AND BOOKINGS TODAY
GET MORE DETAILS AND KEEP UPDATED AT:
https://sahumanists.org.au/E4E
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MEMBER NOTICES
President’s continuing appeal to members to volunteer to assist in building our future
We have depended on elder members who have been outstanding workers for Humanism in NSW. We wish them a long life, but
cannot expect them to carry the load indefinitely. Times change and modern generations do find many other demands on their
voluntary time in the twenty-first century. So let’s look for new ways to volunteer in smaller amounts at a time!
There are many ways to help, and if you can send us your expressions of interest, indicating your availability, we can build a new
corps of volunteers, to rebuild our NSW Humanists community. We particularly appeal to members between 20 and 70 years of
age, to assist in growing a future for this organisation, now 57 years young with assets to be treasured, a heritage to be
celebrated, a world network of activism, and a positive philosophy to be shared.
Email our President at lovemuz@gmail.com advising skills you’d like to use, & hours you can offer - however small.
With job-sharing teamwork we can carry on the Humanist tradition. This call will be a regular feature of our member page.
Please Consider Making a Donation or Bequest
From $5 to $10,000, any amount can help protect and sustain the diverse efforts of the NSW Humanist Society. Please also
consider us in your Will. All bequests contribute to the longevity of the Humanist Society of NSW and Humanism.
Do You have items for Book Room & Library
If you have any good-quality non-fiction surplus hard-copy books, why not donate them to the Society’s Library or for sale in the
Bookroom. Volunteers in our Bookroom are often frontline contacts with those who enquire about Humanism while they browse
the items around the walls. Gillian has reappeared for a few hours a week but other suitable volunteers would be welcome.
Space is tighter now and we focus on the better books. You can contact the President, Murray Love at: lovemuz@gmail.com
Please Send Your letters, articles, information and ideas for inclusion in Viewpoints
Some members are not on the Internet and some live far from Sydney. Attendance and interaction get more difficult as we age,
and distances need more assistance to overcome. Stronger, younger and newer members can assist.
A newsletter is one thing all members can share in. We have material on what’s happening at Humanist House through the year,
but also need contributions from individual members of the Society. You are welcome and encouraged to send in news and views
for publication. These can be controversial - there’s no party line. They can be on diverse topics - Humanism has a broad range.
We most-of-all love to hear from members who haven’t contributed before. A short ‘letter to the editor’ is a valued inclusion.
Disagree with anything you see - or share why you do agree! We can’t guarantee everything will be used, but with patience and
flexibility we’d love to include all we can. Communication by email is preferred. Handwritten and typed contributions might get
postponed. Be careful items don’t appear in both local and national journals. Email items to lovemuz@gmail.com.
````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````

MEMBER NEWS AND VIEWS
We are sad to report the death of member Del Mutton. Born in 1933 she died peacefully at Cronulla Seaside Aged Care on 22
October 2017, aged 84. Del was a teacher in both Africa and Australia. She loved discussing politics, writing crime fiction,
genealogy and watching tennis on TV. She had a passion for educating women in Africa and among Australia’s indigenous and
isolated communities. Del was a member since 2009.
Over twenty members have not yet renewed including quite a few of long standing or who have attended events in recent times.
Also there have not been any new members recruited since the last issue of Viewpoints from October 2017. There’s no shortage
of advice on how to turn things around but the best resource is willing competent members to assist with all the tasks of
administering an organisation and promoting a movement. It’s a matter of competence as well as willingness and the competent
amongst us are often already the busiest. If you’re really busy right now you might be just the person whose help we need most.
````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
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FROM THE PRESIDENT/EDITOR’S DESK

This issue is a combination of two issues for volume 57 of our
newsletter Viewpoints. This journal goes back to the early
1960s, shortly after the Society was formed in 1960.

Conversations stressing how old we are or how long we’ve
been a member can create the impression that status depends
on factors like this - which is obviously discouraging to newer
people. They will find places where acceptance to new people
comes more easily.

Your editor was travelling in December/January and will be
travelling again March 2018 so it has not been practicable to
bring out the two issues that normally come out in early
January and April. This is a combined issue to keep the series
alive. NSW needs a productive Humanist Society at its heart
more than ever.

Humanist Societies attract intelligent educated people, often
with a lot to say. But we need to be constantly reminding
ourselves that others we meet are not simply the audience
waiting to be blessed with our personal wisdom. In the age of
the Internet, wisdom is cheap, but the ability to learn and listen
is important at all ages.

Keeping the show going can be demanding on those last few
volunteers that the NSW Humanist Society depends on. It is
hard to work out whether ’keeping things going’ amounts to
real success. Of course there are always those that can draw
some ego-satisfaction from whatever happens. But this doesn’t
build the kind of teamwork that leads to real success.

Building an audience for Humanism is a long hard task, and can
be slowed by treating it as a personal audience for the
achievements and ideas of individual humanists among us—
however worthy some might find these to be.

Personal drives, personal goals, personal satisfactions, and
personal reasons for involvement can sustain the individuals in
a group, but they don’t build a community. It might be amusing
to think of ourselves as a ‘herd of cats’ all moving in different
directions, but when that is all we are, it is not helpful.

We need rather to have a community sharing their best ideas in
a productive way that leads to more and closer cooperation
and deeper enjoyment. A high standard, I admit, but real
success needs high standards, and not the easy accumulation of
points from low-hanging fruits.

It’s hardly a problem unique to Humanist groups. It’s easy these
days for people to set up their own little projects, with low
overheads. There is less need to join into community groups to
be able to interact in fulfilling ways with others. Once upon a
time a Society like ours was a valuable place to be, for the kind
of people who liked to bring people together ‘doing things’.

ACTIVITIES REPORT
In October and November 2017 our HuVATs were organised
discussions of matters arising from current trends.
In October we took advantage of the intense interest in samesex marriage by discussing LOVE & MARRIAGE in all their
textures for all the genders absent and present. Romance,
divorce, how we select partners, different cultures, different
genders, men’s view, women’s views, personal experiences,
personal hopes – everything was open to discussion and the
event was well attended by over twenty diverse people, and
well enjoyed.

Those who have been loyal and active members for many years
might often wonder why there aren’t new generations stepping
up in significant numbers to carry on the traditions of the
Humanist Society. It is understandable that we would think
something so passionately developed would have the
momentum to carry on. Or that something so obviously
necessary would attract the right people to carry it forward.
There are however many more distractions, demands and
choices facing younger generations as well as a suspicion of
organisations and a less optimistic attitude towards collective
action. Also online activism can seem so much easier.

An even better response came to our November meeting on
the occasion of the Euthanasia debates in the various
parliaments. We seem close to getting rudimentary rights to
avoid the very worst that disease can present us with, but we
are still a long way from the kind of autonomy that most
humanists really want.

The important attitude to avoid is entitlement. No-one else,
especially not younger generations, is obliged to carry on our
work. If we have not cultivated successors ourselves we do not
gain the entitlement to pounce on any younger fitter people
that walk into the room. And they are especially not obliged to
service our increasingly needy lifestyles as we age.

Murray Love presented a range of views on the RIGHT TO DIE
from Plato & Seneca to Nietzsche & Nitschke (apparently
variants on the same original surname) – and some personal
stories from fact and fiction.

In our youth we were taught to respect and care for our elders,
and young people today have not lost any of their courtesy. But
if a place comes to be dominated by those requiring extra
courtesies then the young and able will find the experience
progressively less enjoyable, and will tend to drift off to events
where they can focus on their own desires and needs.

Then we had a chance for the audience to air their own hopes
and fears. It was a creepy esperience, while preparing and
listening to the discussion, to learn how widely people use
threats of suicide to manipulate their partners.
The Meetup for October was about letting anyone get involved
as a volunteer and organiser in our Sydney humanist
community. This followed a meeting a year earlier aimed at
financial members. In truth neither event gave hope for relief
soon for the doughty little crew that strives to sustain the
activity of the NSW Society. We need something better to offer
people, than what seemed tried and true in earlier decades,
and it’s difficult to graft the new onto the old. There is still
plenty of interest in humanism around Sydney, but we need
more to get involved in leadership to keep up the good work.

We elders need to be careful to look after one another
ourselves, and to be sensitive to the experience younger people
are having in Humanist House. I think they do like to hear the
history of past struggles and concerns in humanism, but not
necessarily the favourite anecdotes and theories.
It’s hard to tell sometimes, but efforts to listen back to the
younger people will pay off in this regard. If in doubt, it’s best
to keep quiet and listen. Of course there are among us those
who engage well with the young, and are good listeners, and it
is wonderful when they can make it along.
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November Meetup finished the educative activities for the year
with the twin documentaries we hold on the Heroes of the
Enlightenment. This uses a mix or more and less famous 17th
and 18th century figures as exemplars of what the
Enlightenment meant for civil society today. We had a
summing up and a discussion afterwards. This was a well
attended event.

subject to centralised media and how it compares to the
situation nowadays.

Thanks to John August for the Darwin Day report.
(see pages 8-10 for further material from the Darwin Day talks)
The February Meetup looked at Globalism & Humanism with
speaker Peter Cartledge. A lot of discussion got hooked on
distinguishing globalism from globalisation. There are long term
trends from the Roman and Mongol empires to the British
Empire and beyond which have forcibly brought the world
together and nothing more powerful than the Internet of the
21st century. A mobile phone is all you need to plug into a
world network. Products, corporations and people fly and
sometimes sail around the world. World government and
international cooperation and rights for all humans everywhere
are bedrock humanist values. There is much distress these days
from the flow of people escaping bad conditions for places
where conditions look better. Does Humanism have the
solution? We didn’t solve all this on the day but the discussion
was a start.

The successes in October and November encouraged good
attendance at our end-of-year party on Saturday December 2nd
with some more trivia questions to enjoy and a very lively party
with a mix of generations, which was good to see. Over twenty
people came.
With some of us travelling, we avoided a HuVAT in January.
The January Meetup was entitled “What is Humanism Q&A”
where we tried to let the new people do most of the talking
and thinking. This revealed a real potential for the appreciation
of Humanism among the young, and the hope that this can be
developed into an active community. Of course, it’s always
been hard to get enough people taking ‘the next step’ at the
same time.

On Friday night 2nd March President, Murray Love attended an
event organized by Sydney’s Christian Life Community, a mix of
Protestants and Catholics who follow the Spiritual Exercises of
St Ignatius of Loyola. It was intended as a dialogue about how
Christians and humanists can communicate across the gap.
They needed a premises so Murray organized Humanist House
at a discount rate, and in return members of the NSW
Humanist Society got free entry. However, HuVAT and Open
Forum habits die hard, and it may be best to organize these
events away from where people feel too comfortable just
sharing their opinions on religion. Events like this need people
willing to engage in subtleties and diplomatic silences, and not
trying to get in points or the last word. It was an enjoyable
evening. But the gap is still wide though.

The HuVAT for February was our Darwin Day 2018, organized
by Vice-President John August.
Victor Bien looked at the long past history of the earth, when
what is now Australia was combined with other continents as
supercontinents. This also reflects on how similar animals are
located in distant parts of the world - they have common
ancestors who lived together in the same area when current
continents were joined together as super continents. Victor
also explained how Tasmanian Tiger DNA has been found to be
preserved, prompting the possibility of sequencing the DNA
and perhaps re-creating the Tiger.
John August, looked at two so-called "living fossils", the
Nothomyrmecia ant and the Wollemi Pine. Until the discovery
of stands of the Wollemi Pine, it was only known to us from
fossils and was presumed to have perished. The Pine is
technically not a pine, but rather part of a once dominant
family of plant life that is now much rarer. The Wollemi Pine
has a distinctive "coco pops" bark, unique and prompting the
question of how it evolved, why it was advantageous to the
plant, and why the Wollemi Pines eventually died out - though
there's not much detail to found on the Pine.

Murray Love, President

In addition, the Nothomyrmecia ant, found around Poochera in
SA, goes out to forage as solitary ants, and worker ants are not
sterile. This suggests that it is only a few steps removed from
the wasps from which ants originally evolved. John also took a
look at how animals and plants fit into species, and go up the
"tree of life" to eventually fit in phylums and kingdoms.

``````````````````````````````

Erik looked at some themes from his book "The Social Bond" with two important parameters in the evolutionary tree being
the complexity of biological individuals, and the complexities of
groups of individuals - be they things like ant colonies, herds of
cows or tribes of people - and looked at how we have since
developed into groupings like countries.
An important part of Erik's approach was looking at
information exchange between individuals - with agreement in
people's view of the world being an abstraction he called "the
social bond". We discussed whether the internet has brought
us together or separated us, and whether historically we were
5

CALENDAR MARCH TO JUNE 2018
NOTE NO ENTRY TO HUVAT BEFORE 3.00PM PLEASE
HuVAT Sunday 11 March 2018 3.00 for 3.15 p.m. is an Activism Meeting
At these meetings The Humanist Society of NSW gets together with invited guests from interesting activist organisations around
Sydney and the country to share concerns and hear about projects. It's valuable to also share ideas on how we can progress
regarding the values and issues that arouse and inspire the humanist community. Members are again invited to tell us what they
are doing, and what issues they would like to see brought more into focus. We hope to have Rajesh Konada from All India Human
Rights, presenting on superstition and democracy in India. Discussion will include same sex marriage, the Ruddock review,
Australian democracy and the influence of religion on policy. John August hopes to look at some issues in civil liberties, censorship
and the Internet from a Pirate Party perspective, and to get someone from the Pirate Party along.

HuVAT Sunday 8 April 2018 3.00 for 3.15 p.m. is HUMAN INGENUITY II - Speaker John August
This is another slideshow from our Vice-President on ‘MARVELS OF HUMAN INGENUITY’. This looks at extraordinary engineering
works, antique machines, scientific curiosities and strange objects John has encountered and photographed in his travels. For
those who missed the first one, John will reprise some of the best elements from the original talk, with additional content seen at
Broken Hill, the Nullarbor plain and on his trip to Perth. A recent trip to Tasmania revealed a bridge built in ancient Roman style,
and encountered early steam engineering in Melbourne as well as old bridges, towers, whaling sites, and the shale-oil works of
Glen Davis. Closer to home will be photos of the Hornsby Fountain and the Katoomba ropeway. Beyond human ingenuity will be
some natural marvels- the Pinnacles, the Ulladulla fossil walk, other strange locations and curious human monuments.

SATURDAY 14 APRIL IN ADELAIDE WILL BE THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE—SEE MORE DETAILS ON PAGE 2
NSW Humanists Meetup ETHICAL CULTURE IN HUMANISM 3-6PM on Sunday 22 April 2018
The Ethical Culture movement was a 19th century forerunner of the Humanist movement, and merged into it. Some Ethical
Societies remain but the members still call themselves 'Humanists'. We'll examine 'The Eight Commitments of Ethical Culture':
Do the ideas of Ethical Culture still resonate in the 21 century? Please come along and share in the examined life.
Ethics is central - Ethics begins with choice - We choose to treat each other as ends, not merely means - We seek to act with
integrity - Personal progress is possible, both in wisdom and in social life - Self-reflection and our social nature require us to shape
a more humane world - Democratic process is essential to our task: The democratic process is essential to a humane social order
because it respects the worth of persons and elicits and allows a greater expression of human capacities. Democratic process also
implies a commitment to shared responsibility and authority.

HuVAT Sunday 13 May 2018 3.00 for 3.15 p.m. is THE LEGACY OF MAY 1968 - Speaker TBA
We’ll discuss the legacy of the May 1968 protest 'revolution' in France as well as the protests in the USA, Australia and elsewhere.
We'll look at the events in pictures, and discuss the historic significance at the time and since.
Does protest work? What about the backlash? What does radicalisation mean today compared to then? Violence vs Non-violence.
The Prague Spring & The Arab Spring. Whatever happened to the Revolution?.

NSW Humanists Meetup 3-6PM Sunday 27 May 2018 THE LEGACY OF 1968 - WHAT DO WE [REALLY] WANT
The sixties began a deeper look at what protesters are really after - not just basic material needs, but a real quality of life. It
became harder to define and harder to explain. Some 1968 students became pilloried as the Chardonnay Set - a new 'elite' who
don't care about the real people - 'The Howard Battlers' [sic]. The Humanist movement of the sixties fell victim to the confusion,
and the new humanists in the 21st century need to get their values sorted out and explained. The word 'values' gets taken over by
the religiously inclined and the old tradition of 'holier than thou'. Do values reduce to competing statistics on charity? What do we
really want for ourselves, our friends, humanity, the world? Speaker TBA.

SUNDAY JUNE 17 2018 1-5PM - WORLD HUMANIST DAY WORKSHOP ON THE FUTURE OF HUMANISM
Our one big event in June, on Sunday 17th will celebrate World Humanist Day. It's been a while since we opened up World
Humanist Day to all speakers but we're going back there in 2018. Hopefully we'll keep things focused on solutions to the problem
of growing the Humanist movement in the 21st century. This is a call for those with a real idea for rebuilding our future as an
ethical movement founded in common human values and progressed through human reason, discovery and creativity. If a talk
becomes about something else, hopefully our audience will steer it 'back to the future' through suitable questions and comments.
PLEASE CONTACT THE ORGANIZER/PRESIDENT ON lovemuz@gmail.com
TO DISCUSS PARTICIPATION IN THE WORKSHOP ON THE FUTURE OF HUMANISM

ALL EVENTS ON THIS PAGE ARE AT HUMANIST HOUSE 10 SHEPHERD STREET CHIPPENDALE NSW

‘Open Forum’ continues to meet each Wednesday night at Humanist House 8.00pm
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6-Mar 1927 Bertrand Russell addressed National Secular
Society on “Why I am Not a Christian”
8-Mar
International Women's Day
14-Mar 1879 Birth of Albert Einstein

20-Mar

International Day of Happiness

21-Mar

International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

25-Mar

International Day of Remembrance of the Victims of Slavery

25-Mar 1811 Percy Shelley expelled from Oxford for writing 'The Necessity of Atheism'
26-Mar 1941 Birth of Richard Dawkins
1-Apr

World April Fools' Day - ironic celebration by Atheists

1-Apr

1908 Birth of Abraham Maslow, founder of humanist psychology

5-Apr

1588 Birth of English philosopher Thomas Hobbes, atheist,
author of Leviathan, and early Enlightenment thinker

6-Apr

1697 First known use of the word 'freethinker' - in a letter to John Locke

21-Apr 1869 T.H.Huxley coins the term 'agnostic'
1-May 1933 First Humanist Manifesto issued
3-May

National Day of Reason (USA)

17-May

International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia (IDAHOT )

17-May 1963 British Humanist Association founded
18-May 1872 Birth of Bertrand Russell
26-May 1864 Ban on gay books lifted in Germany - seen as the start of gay rights
28-May 585 BCE Eclipse predicted by philosopher Thales - on scientific rather than
astrological principles - the day science was born
1-Jun

Global Day of Parents/International Children's Day

5-Jun

World Environment Day

17-Jun 1963 US Supreme Court rules compulsory Bible reading in schools
as unconstitutional
20-Jun

World Refugee Day

21-Jun

World Humanist Day

26-Jun

International Day for Victims of Torture

26-Jun 363 CE

Death of Julian the Apostate,
last pagan emperor of Rome
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DARWIN DAY TALKS 2018
Darwin Days have been celebrated by the HSNSW since 2002.
When we started we concentrated on the ridiculousness of
creationism but after a few years this got too boring so we
began to celebrate the occasion by looking at the wonders of
the scientific understanding of life on earth. This has the
added effect of advancing the understanding of science which
is part of the Humanist objective.

Bringing the Tasmanian Tiger back to life
“There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers,
having been originally breathed into a few forms or into one;
and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to
the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless
forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are
being, evolved.” - Charles Darwin, Origin of Species

ethanol - an uncommon preserving liquid at the time - which
had perfectly protected its DNA.
Prof Pask has the ambition to bring the Thylacine back from
extinction. Someone at the meeting asked me why would we
want to do that. I answered that partly it was scientific
curiosity but later I came across a web page detailing the
reintroduction of the wolf in America which outlined the key
role a “top predator” plays in stabilising the ecology.
The ‘Tassie Tiger’ would do the same for the ecology of
Tasmania. We can recollect that the reasoning was similar to
the reintroduction of the crocodile in the Northern Territory.

The above picture is from an article in the SMH in December
last year which provided the topic I was looking for after being
invited by the Committee to give one of the Darwin day talks
for this year. (Read the story at: http://www.smh.com.au/
technology/sci-tech/secrets-of-weird-wonderful-tassie-tigerrevealed-20171211-h02k7j.html)
Here is a quote from the article which tells the story, “It looks
nothing like any other marsupial. It's a dog with a pouch," says
University of Melbourne Associate Professor Andrew Pask,
who led the international team behind the work.

Associate Professor Pask has always been fascinated by
marsupials – a class of creatures with pouches that are mostly
unique to Australia and weird enough in their own right – and
particularly with how evolution threw up an oddity like the
Thylacine (Tasmanian Tiger).
Dr Christy Hipsley from Museums Victoria and Associate
Professor Pask from the University of Melbourne were part of
a team of scientists who sequenced the Thylacine genome sourced from these preserved Thylacine pups.
For years, he dreamed of sequencing the Thylacine DNA, but
the research community believed it was an impossible task.
The Tasmanian Tiger went extinct in 1936, when the science of
animal preservation was in its infancy. All the specimens the
research team could find had been so poorly preserved their
DNA has degraded into fragments.
"It was like trying to piece together a 10-million piece jigsaw,"
Associate Professor Pask says. That was until they came on a
tiny jar, stored deep within the Melbourne Museum's vast
specimen stores. Inside floated an infant Thylacine, barely big
enough to leave its mother's pouch.
By fluke 108 years ago someone had dropped it into a jar of

We see above the tremendous antiquity of earth and the life
on it. Further when considering this antiquity we have to bear
in mind that the ground under our feet has not remained still.
The geological theory of tectonic plates results in land masses
moving around our globe, not in our puny human time-frame
but, over geologic time frames; even these have vastly
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tubes made out of mud (so-called "mud dauber" wasps) to
encase their eggs to provide both protection and food for when
the egg hatches. Further, these ants have non-sterile workers indeed wasp nests don't have a queen so much as often a
dominant female, with reproductive specialisation by the
queen being a later development.
Some species ants do not have queens with a complete
domination over reproduction - this is not the only species but they are certainly small in number. It seems that with so
many generalisations you might make about a family, the are
often exceptions when you look close. But I'm sure this is
probably what you recall about ants.

different orders of magnitudes as does the universe itself. By
60 million years ago one can see Australia emerging from
Gondwana, the supercontinent in the south polar region.

We are talking about the species Nothomyrmecia macrops.
Normally a group of species which have some similarity are
grouped into a genus. However, this species of ants are the
only ones in the genus Nothomyrmecia, an indicator of their
uniqueness. Nothomyrmecia is included in the sub-family of
"gamergates", with other genuses, a group of ants where
female workers can reproduce.

The time scale over which the scientific
understanding of life on earth makes the old
Archbishop Ussher's biblical understanding of
the antiquity of life as having been created at
4004BC as childishly brief!

They’re part of the family Formicidae - with elbowed antennae
and the "ant-like" form we’re familiar with. Ants are in turn
members of the order Hymenoptera, which includes along with
ants sawflies, wasps and bees. This order has an ovipositor for
inserting eggs into hosts or other otherwise inaccessible places
- and can be modified to a stinger.

Victor Bien
``````````````````````````````

Nothomyrmecia Ant & Wollemi Pine
Two"Living Fossils"

This order is included in the superorder Endopterygota, of
insects which have larval, pupal and adult stages - including
butterflies, flies, fleas, bees, ants and beetles. Finally - we get
to the class - insects - which we are perhaps more familiar with.
Insects have a body with three parts and six legs.

(Including biological ideas around species, families, phylums)
Until the discovery of stands of the Wollemi Pine, it was only
known to us from fossils and was presumed to have perished.

Above insects we have a ‘phylum’. There are about 33 phyla in
the Animal Kingdom, and they correspond to "body plans".
Insects fit into the phylum of arthropods, which expands the
idea of an insect into something with more than 3 segments
but including an exoskeleton, including such things as
millipedes as well as insects.

The Nothomyrmecia ant, found around Poochera in SA, goes
out to forage as solitary ants, and worker ants are not sterile.
This suggests that it is only a few steps removed from the
wasps from which ants originally evolved.
It is impractical for flying insects to communicate their path
using pheromones. A particular insect might stay in one
location and pump out pheromones to attract other insects,
but it’s not practical to leave a mark. Bees communicated the
locations of flowers by dancing back at the nest.

Arthropods are part of the Animal Kingdom, and the Animal
Kingdom - along with the other kingdoms, Plantae, Fungi,
Protista and Monera to be subsumed under the class of ‘Life’.
Life includes things that have biological processes - and so, as
the audience drew attention to, viruses may or may not be
alive. While we must eat other living things, I see life as ‘inprinciple’ existing separately to other life forms, able to exist
from nutrients floating in the water together with sunlight.
Viruses need other living thing to themselves operate, so in my
thinking viruses are not alive.

However, crawling insects - including modern ants - can leave a
scent trail., although recently evolved ants would still pursue
the "solitary" mode of foraging, and so would not cooperate on
leaving the nest. Later evolved ants would have "discovered",
the possibilities of using pheromones to trace a path.
While it is known that ants evolved from wasps, there are
many different species of wasp with many different
behaviours. Cooperation back at the nest is a ‘complex’ activity,
and so it is thought that ants evolved from wasps which take
some effort about nurturing their young - because in a sense,
this is what happens at an ant's nest.

There are some ambiguities about how you define a species,
and a lot was originally based on physical similarity rather than
evolutionary relatedness. More modern ideas of categories
crucially involve genetic history, in what is called ‘cladistics’,
but I've decided not to go into this in any detail.

So, the suspicion is the ants evolved from wasps that built

(continued overleaf)
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communicate, and it is our ability to communicate through
speech that sets us apart.
By whatever measure we apply, be it size, GDP, technology, or
intensity of interaction, the development of our society has
progressed at an accelerating rate, so that most of the
development has taken place within the last 10,000 years or
so, and of that, almost all within the last 500 years.
Society has obviously become a very complex system, but if we
abstract for all details, such as its multi-dimensional structure,
the various technology applications supporting it, and so on,
we can consider a very simple model of society as a
homogeneous system consisting of identical individuals (as we
do with per capita quantities in economics) and the
interactions between them.
The interactions are in the form of exchanges of information
between individuals, and the individuals have only two
functions: an ability to store and retrieve information, and an
ability to evaluate information received through the exchanges
with other individuals and, as a result of this evaluation, take
adaptive action.

Now, we'll briefly consider the Wollemi Pine. The Wollemi Pine
is technically not a pine, but rather part of a genus of
coniferous ( cones, not flowers are used for reproduction), the
Araucariaceae.
During the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods it was pretty much
spread worldwide, but most of it’s hold vanished during the
Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction event, and they are now
largely confined to the Southern Hemisphere, except for a few
species of Agathis in Southeast Asia.

The evaluation is based on the information stored (i.e. the
individual’s belief), and the evaluation criterion is the same as
it has been since the beginning of life: survival. It is only that
the meaning of survival has changed as society developed, and
the strategies for survival have become very much more
complex.
One of the insights gained from this simple model is the
importance of the information exchange; not only does it drive
the development of the various aspects of society, such as the
technology underpinning it, but the free exchange between
multiple processors constitutes a form of averaging or
consensus process.

The Wollemi Pine has a distinctive pattern of branches which
reach out horizontally and rarely further divide, and has "coco
pops" bark, unique and prompting the question of how it
evolved, why it was advantageous to the plant, and why the
Wollemi Pines eventually died out.
These are interesting questions, but
readily available material does not shed
much light on these issues. For me,
these are the intriguing questions about
the Wollemi Pine.

It prevents excessive fluctuations on the evolution and,
conversely, any tampering with it results in excessive
fluctuations; we might think of it as society’s immune system.
This exchange is increasingly mediated by applications of
information technology – printing (books, newspapers),
telephone, radio, television, internet, etc. – and while this has
increased our ability to communicate and to strengthen the
immune system, it also has a potentially dangerous side to it.

John August

``````````````````````````````

These applications of information technology represent a huge
investment, and in our neo-liberal version of capitalism, with
private ownership as the holy grail, this means private control
of, and power over, this communications infrastructure and its
ability to manipulate the information being transmitted.

The Social Bond
When we mention evolution, we naturally think of the
pioneering work of Charles Darwin, and his explanation of how
species evolved through a process of random change – caused
by mutations and sexual propagation – and selection by
survival under changing environments.

With the increasing concentration of ownership into a very
small group of people, the possibility of
suppressing the immune system and instead
propagating the beliefs of this small group
(like a cancer in an organism) can no longer
be ignored.

But in addition to this one dimension of evolution, which has
taken place over a few billion years, we can recognise a second
dimension: the evolution of societies within a species.
We are all familiar with the examples from the animal world, in
the form of families and herds, and, in particular, the societies
formed by bees and ants, but by far the most advanced society
is the one that has developed within our own species, homo
sapiens sapiens, or modern man.

Erik Aslaksen
(Find Erik’s book ‘The Social Bond: How the interaction
between individuals drives the evolution of society’ at:

A society is formed when the individuals are able to

http://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783319687407
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A CONVERSION TO HUMANISM IN
INNER CITY SYDNEY IN 1953
The following ‘Australian Story’ turned up on page 215 of the July 1967 issue of UK Humanist magazine (later New Humanist)
Scottish travel writer and poet Alisdair Alpin MacGregor stayed in Sydney in the early 1950s. In 1967 he described a ‘conversion
experience’ which occurred during that earlier time.
“I saw, completely and absolutely, through orthodox, conventional Christianity's duplicity for the first time while living in
Australia. On July 5, 1953, my interest in church music took me to St Andrew's Anglican Cathedral in Sydney. The occasion was a
special service designed to mark both the United States National Day of Prayer and the 177th anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence. Major-General the Rev Coles Alexander Osborne declared in the course of his sermon, and without a blush, "God
gave us a' tremendous answer to our wartime prayers. He unleashed atomic energy." In other words, it's God we have to thank
(or blame) for what happened at Nagasaki and Hiroshima. How truly generous of Him to have come to our aid in this way!
Osborne's statement shocked me. I wanted to rise from my seat in an audible protest of denunciation - in protest against any
such statement from the pulpit of a church proclaiming salvation for mankind through Christianity's Crucified Christ. Had I been
absolutely certain that I had heard the reverend major-general correctly, I would have protested publicly - and audibly.
Immediately after the service, I dashed home to Wollstonecraft to hear whether any allusion to this sermon might be made on
the ABC's one o'clock news. To my relief, the words I have quoted were repeated. As it was now too late to challenge this
reverend pro-bomber where such a challenge should have been most effective, I wrote him inviting him to defend publicly, in
the light of Christian teaching, or withdraw publicly, these words of his, as also his statements that "the unleashing of atomic
power had ended the peril Australia and America faced in the last war", and that "this power could be used constructively only
when its use was based on deep spiritual values". He answered me, "with all good wishes", in a letter as fatuous as it was brief,
enclosing with it the pertinent extract from his sermon. From this I have just quoted. His letter concluded thus: "I made no
reference to the Atom Bomb".
For me, this duplicity was the last straw. I could no longer pretend that I subscribed to an institution capable of such chicanery nay, to such blasphemy. I saw in a flash that I was done with religion, and that my identifying myself with Humanism was
inevitable if I hoped to preserve within me any ethical standards, and maintain any measure of Individual Freedom of inward
mind and of outward expression.”
(Alasdair Alpin MacGregor (1899 – 1970) was a Scottish writer and photographer, known for a large number of travel books. He
wrote also on Scottish folklore, and was a published poet. His conversion to humanism in 1953 didn't prevent him publishing
many more Scottish ghost stories he had collected!)
(The Anglican Rev Coles Alexander Osborne (1896-1964) had been a Major General in the British Indian Army retiring at the end
of the second world war and finishing up as an Anglican minister in Sydney. He was a pillar of the establishment, but his military
values backfired in this one incident at least!)
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
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